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Sermon:
Introduction
	I would invite you to turn to our scripture passage for today as we talk a little bit about the scenes we just watched from “The Big Bang Theory.”  If you would like to borrow a Bible, please raise your hand and our ushers will get one to you.
	Sheldon Cooper got the best Christmas gift ever! At least the best gift for Sheldon Cooper.  I don’t think you or I would appreciate a napkin autographed by the actor who plays Spock nearly as much as Sheldon did.  Similarly, the gifts Leonard and Penny gave to one another were also specifically chosen to be fitting for them.  Leonard had tried to ride a motorcycle and dropped it on his leg before he even started it.  Penny had pretended to be “So into science” to impress a cute physicist visiting from another university.
	This episode of the Big Bang Theory illustrates a couple of really good points about gifts.  First, good gifts are specific to the recipient.  You can buy an expensive gift for anyone, but really good gifts reflect that you know the person you’re giving them to. 
	Second, Sheldon and Leonard didn’t start comparing their gifts to one another.  Sheldon didn’t assume that because Penny got him the napkin signed by Spock that she liked him more than Leonard. Leonard, who would have also appreciated an autograph from Spock, didn’t think he was less of a friend to Penny because she got him something else.  The boys didn’t judge themselves or their relationship with Penny based on the gifts she gave them.
	Third, Sheldon, who usually gets social interactions completely wrong, actually got this one right!  Sheldon showed tremendous gratitude to the gift giver.  He didn’t just get lost in his joy over the gift.  He showed the gift giver appreciation and did his best to reciprocate.
	Bearing these three points in mind, that the best gifts are specifically chosen for the recipient, that we shouldn’t judge ourselves based on the gifts we receive, and the importance of remembering the gift giver and not just the gift, let’s turn to our text in 1 Corinthians 12.
*** Read Text
Context
	This is Paul’s letter to the Christians in Corinth.  For us to understand Paul’s letter, we need to know a bit about the people he was writing to.  Corinth was a relatively new city, having been rebuilt after the Romans destroyed it for rebellion.  It was an incredibly important location for trade which made it an important commercial city, kind of like modern day Manhattan.  It was also a very multi-cultural city.  Because it was a place people could get rich quick, people flocked there from all over the Roman Empire, bringing with them their cultural beliefs and religious practices.  Think of modern day Toronto.  It was also like modern day Hollywood because it’s where people went to “make it big.”  Last, but not least, Corinth was a city that was very sensual.  There was a temple there to Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of sexual love.  Some reports say that this temple employed a thousand prostitutes who would go out into the city as an act of worship to Aphrodite.  So think of modern day Las Vegas.  Corinth, then, was a combination of Manhattan, Toronto, Hollywood and Las Vegas.
	Into this mix, Paul preached the gospel and many people responded.  A vibrant church grew up in Corinth, filled with many demonstrations of the power of Holy Spirit, including gifts of prophesy and speaking in tongues.  However, after Paul left, conflict came up both within the church in Corinth and between the church and Paul.  Much of the content of Paul’s letters to the Corinthians is intended to address these conflicts.  It appears that the Christians in Corinth were divided based on their spiritual gifts, some valuing speaking in tongues more than others and other Christians valuing prophesy above all.  This lead to factions and schisms in the church.
	This is the context for Chapter 12, in which Paul sets out to educate them on the true purpose of spiritual gifts and to remind them of the giver of spiritual gifts- the Holy Spirit!  Verse 1 begins, “Now, about spiritual gifts….”  This is a clue that Paul is now answering a question that the Corinthians themselves had asked Paul. We don’t know what the exact question was because we don’t have their letters to Paul, but we can see that they had questions about spiritual gifts and they were turning to Paul for answers.
Observations
	Let’s take a look at what Paul had to say about spiritual gifts.  We may not have the question itself, but let’s see what we can make of the answer Paul gave them by making observations from the text.
	The main focus of Paul’s discussion on spiritual gifts is the Holy Spirit, the giver of the gifts, not the gifts themselves. Although Paul does list a number of gifts from verses 8-11, the list is not an exhaustive list of possible spiritual gifts. Nor does he explain each gift in the list, he just names them and points to the fact that they all come from the same source- the Spirit.  So we can see that the primary focus of the passage is the Spirit, not the gifts themselves.
	Paul starts off by reminding the Corinthians of their pre-Christian pasts.  The vast majority of them were Gentiles; they were pagans before coming to Christ.  In their varied pagan backgrounds, they all worshipped idols of different sorts, idols that could not speak.  So Paul reminds them that the Holy Spirit never leads people to speak against Christ and those who follow Christ as Lord all do so because of the work of the Spirit in their hearts and minds.  The Spirit leads people to professions of faith and is also the author of spiritual gifts. The same Spirit that lead them out of their pagan pasts also gave them the gifts they are now using and over which they have become divided. [John Owen, The Holy Spirit, p. 18] 
	It is important for us to note that speaking in tongues, spiritual utterances, was not unique to Christianity. In fact, a number of pagan religions demonstrated speaking in tongues! [Gordon Fee, 1 Corinthians, p. 578]  So speaking in tongues is not proof of the Holy Spirit.  Speaking in tongues is not the key, but the intellectual content of what is being said is the key.  The Holy Spirit leads people to speak in tongues in such a way that what is said glorifies Christ. [Fee, p. 575]  The ultimate sign of the Spirit’s activity is the exaltation of Jesus as Lord, not merely spiritual speaking or signs. [Fee, p. 582]
	Verses 4-6 describe the variety seen in the work of God. There are different kinds of gifts, different kinds of service and different kinds of effectual working in people, but they all come from one God. Notice the Trinitarian structure to Paul’s comments. He points out one Spirit, one Lord and one God.  There is diversity in the very nature of God.  There is the diversity of Father, Son and Spirit. There is the diversity of gifts, service and work done by God.
	Verses 7-11 describe a whole raft of gifts the Spirit gives, called “manifestations” of the Spirit.  These are all works of the same Spirit in different people.  Notice the work of the Spirit in these verses. The Spirit gives each of the gifts for the common good. That is, the gifts are given for the good of the whole church, not just the individual who receives the gift.  At the end of the list we see that the Spirit is the one working in people through the gifts and that it is the Spirit who determines who gets which gift.  As you may recall when we started our series on the Spirit we talked about the personhood of the Spirit, that the Spirit has a will of his own and makes decisions. The Spirit being God means that the Spirit’s will is always perfectly attuned with the will of the Father and Son, but there is still a distinction.  The Spirit chooses to whom He gives which gift and then works in and through those people by their gifts.
	Verses 12-13 introduce the image of a body made of many parts that Paul goes on to develop to a greater degree. But notice, again, the role of the Spirit.  We are baptised by one Spirit and are given one Spirit to drink. Through the Spirit, then, we are made into a body.  The Spirit is the original foundation of the church. [Owen, HS, p. 18]  The Spirit builds us into Christ’s body in earth, fusing together a variety of parts into a unified whole.  The Spirit is even able to bridge the gap of culture and social status, unifying Jews and Greeks, slaves and free.
	So we see a variety in God’s nature reflected in the variety of Christ’s body, the church.  God is a unity made up of diverse parts, Father, Son and Spirit. God works a variety of gifts, services and works in people with the same purpose- building his church into the unified body of Christ. God loves diversity and is not divided by diversity.  His people are called to be the same way- not divided by diversity.  It is because we are sinful that our diversity, especially diversity in gifts, leads us to division. [Owen, HS, p. 20]
Interpretation
	What, then, does all of this mean?  What are we to learn from this?  How do we interpret this passage?  Our emphasis needs to be on the Spirit, the giver of the gifts, not the gifts themselves.  That was Paul’s emphasis precisely because the Corinthians had become completely focussed on the gifts.  The Spirit is the author of faith and the author of gifts.  His purpose in working saving faith in people is to call them out of sin to be God’s people. His purpose in working gifts in them in to build them up as God’s people and to bear witness to the world the Lordship of Christ.  Thus we see that the purpose of spiritual gifts is the benefit of others, not the benefit of the gift holder.
	In bringing us to saving faith, the Spirit makes us “living stones” to be built into a temple for the Living God. This temple is also called the body of Christ, which Paul talks about here. [John Owen, The Spirit and the Church, p. 171]  The members of Christ’s body have the same nature, by grace, but different functions or uses, by spiritual gifts. Spiritual gifts are not the same as saving grace, but are not to be looked down upon either. [Owen, S and C, p. 171]  Both saving grace and spiritual gifts belong to the Kingdom of God.  Gifts are given to believers to make the work of saving grace visible in such a way as to glorify God. [Owen, S and C, p. 174]
	We’ve talked before about the Kingdom of God. The Kingdom of God means the authority of God to rule.  We’ve talked about the difficulty Christians experience being part of God’s Kingdom while also living in a sinful world. We’ve seen a helpful diagram that sheds light on this issue. [diagram] The Present Age is the Age of Sin. That’s the line along the bottom. With the death and resurrection of Christ, the Kingdom of God, or the Age to Come has broken into this world in a powerful way.  When Christ returns and judges the living and the dead, the Present Age will come to an end and the Age to Come will be the only one.  However, in the meantime, Christians are living in two worlds at once.  We are living in the “in between” times between the resurrection of Christ and the return of Christ.  We are citizens of the Kingdom of God living in the Kingdom of Darkness, or the Present Age of Sin.
	Saving grace, salvation, is what makes us citizens of the Kingdom of God.  Spiritual gifts, on the other hand, are part of our testimony to the Present Age that the Kingdom of God has arrived.  As one writer puts it, spiritual gifts are the weapons of agape love proving God’s grace to a fallen world. [Owen, S and C, p. 173]  So the Spirit works in us saving grace, making us citizens of the Kingdom of God. He then works spiritual gifts on us to build one another up and show the world that the Kingdom of God is real.
	We’ve also talked a lot about diversity.  Diversity within unity reflects the very character of God. [Fee, p. 583]  That is why there is such diversity in spiritual gifts but one Spirit working them. That God’s character is a unity of diversity is why his church is called to be unified within our diversity.  So the Kingdom of God is to reflect this unity in diversity as well.  It is part of God’s nature to bring unity to diverse parts.  So his kingdom reflects his nature: Jews and Greek, slaves and free, males and females, are all one in salvation.
	It is through the Spirit that we are brought to saving faith. That is, it is through the Spirit that we can call Jesus “Lord.”  We need to realize that the word “Lord” means giving him our absolute allegiance as our deity.  In Paul’s context this was a scandalous idea. Jews would not call Jesus Lord because that was blasphemy! God alone is Lord.  Pagans also called their gods Lord, so calling Jesus Lord meant abandoning their old gods. In the Roman Empire people were required to annually offer a sacrifice to Caesar and declare, “Caesar is Lord.” That is why so many Christians faced persecution at different times in the Roman Empire- they refused to say “Caesar is Lord” because they said instead, “Jesus is Lord.”
	This kind of conversion of heart, will and mind to give your allegiance to Jesus as Lord is the work of the Spirit.  The same Spirit whose goal is the exaltation of Jesus as Lord gives gifts as he sees fit so that the Lord’s people will be able to demonstrate Jesus’ lordship not only over their hearts but also over the world.  So the use of spiritual gifts is always to emphasize Jesus as Lord, never to exalt the user of the gift.  The Spirit never works against himself. The Spirit never works against his primary purpose of testifying to the Lordship of Christ.
	That is why Christ’s body, his people, need to keep this primary purpose in mind as they use the gifts of the Spirit.  We have to keep our own goals in check. We have to examine our wills regularly and subject ourselves to the examination of the Spirit to ensure that we continue to use the gifts he’s given us for the glory of Christ by building one another up, and never for our own glory or gain.  We have been given gifts, but not for our own pleasure. We have been given gifts with a purpose determined by the gift giver.  That purpose is to build one another up as the body of Christ to testify to our common experience of salvation in Christ.  That is the purpose of all the different gifts we have. That is the purpose determined by the Spirit.
Now Apply It
	So how, then, do we put all of this to use?  How do we apply this?  First, we need to realize that many Christians and churches are like kids on Christmas morning when it comes to spiritual gifts. There is so much focus on the gift that the giver gets forgotten!  We need to remember that our understanding of, appreciation of and use of spiritual gifts all comes from understanding the one who gives them- the Holy Spirit.  The Spirit gives us gifts with a purpose- that we use them to bless one another and to build up the body of Christ.  These are gifts given with an aim in mind other than our own entertainment, fulfilment or benefit.  That understanding must absolutely undergird our use of our spiritual gifts.
	Do you ever think about your own spiritual gifts?  If you don’t know what your gifts are, then you’re missing out on serving others with them. Perhaps you are serving others in ways that you don’t realize use your spiritual gifts. It’s important to discover your gifts, then, so you can thank God for them and ensure that your use of them conforms to his design for them.
	Perhaps you know your gifts, but you’re disappointed that your gifts aren’t spectacular, like healing or prophecy.  Perhaps you’ve even been made to feel like you’re less of a Christian or less valuable as a Christian because your gifts are not shiny and flashy.  But that means you’re focussing on the gifts and not the giver!  Don’t let Satan trick you into devaluing your gifts because you don’t have somebody else’s gifts.  Don’t do it yourself and don’t let others do it to you.  Just think, the Spirit is all-wise and all-knowing.  There are good reasons why he gave you the gifts you have. He knows you better than you know yourself!  He may have very specifically chosen not to give you certain flashy gifts because he knows they wouldn’t fit with who you are. 
Imagine, for a moment, you had been given the gift of prophesy or preaching (as it’s also known).  That would mean using your gift would involve a lot of public speaking.  Most people hate public speaking!  Not many of you would choose to switch places with me every week, week in and week out.  It’s said that more people fear public speaking than fear death.  That means at a funeral more people would choose to be in the casket than have to give the eulogy!  Not everybody is a good fit for the gift of prophesy.
Or what about the gift of healing?  I would hate that gift because I get the heby-geebies looking at wounds and blood and such.  I can’t watch documentaries on surgery or medical shows.  I would be a terrible fit for a gift of healing!  So trust God that the gifts he has given you are the right gifts for you.  Be happy that you have your gifts and look for ways to use them that fit who you are. Don’t let yourself get trapped into ranking yourself or your faith by the kind of gift you have.  
[picture] The gift Penny gave Sheldon was completely appropriate to Sheldon. Nobody else would have appreciated a napkin signed by Leonard Nimoy the way Sheldon did.  Would you have loved it that much?  Not likely!  Similarly, Penny’s gift to Leonard for motorcycle lessons was appropriate to Leonard because he had recently dropped a motorcycle on his leg while trying to ride it.  Sheldon wouldn’t have appreciated that gift at all.  So realize that God has put a lot of thought into the spiritual gifts he has given you. Don’t despise them!  If you don’t see connection right away, ask God to show you why it is that he gave you your particular gifts.
Spiritual gifts are the weapons of agape love proving God’s grace to our fallen world. [Owen, Spirit and Church, p. 173] You have been armed by the Spirit to prove God’s grace and love to the world around you.  Hone your skills with the weapon you’ve been given. Learn how to use it well, how to take care of it and develop it.  Realize that your gift is also a responsibility.  You have a responsibility to use your gift, not to just bury it, and to use it to show love to others.  This is part of living out the Kingdom of God in the present Age of Sin as we wait the return of Christ.  Part of living in the “in between times” is using our gifts to testify to the love God has put in our hearts.
Here at Priory, we want to be a community in which people come to find a sense of belonging.  That means we want people to feel like they belong even in a diversity of spiritual gifts.  If you look around, you can see a lot of ethnic diversity here. If you talk to people here, you will discover a lot of denominational diversity too.  Along with that diversity, there needs to be a diversity of gifts.  We can’t all be preachers, we can’t all be healers, we can’t all be teachers.  We need the whole diversity of gifts to be an effective church.  We want you to come to understand that you belong here because, among other things, God has given you gifts that this church needs.  You are part of the body of Christ and here you are part of Christ’s local body called Priory Park Baptist Church.
We also want to be a community where people grow.  We want you to grow in your gifting. We want to help you discover your gifts, then make use of them. That’s why last month Des offered a spiritual gifts inventory workshop after church. I’m sure if you’re interested he would still be happy to sit down with you one on one if you missed those.  But not only do we want you to discover your gifts, we want you to grow in them. We want to give you opportunities to use your gifts, to test them out and to learn from others with the same gifting.  Having a gift does not relieve you of the responsibility to develop that gift. A natural athlete still needs to train. Being gifted means your training will have an even greater result!
Serving is another important part of Priory Park.  We want you to grow in your gifting and a lot of that comes by actually using your gifts. As we saw today, the use of our gifts is intended to build up the church, to feed, bless and support other believers.  Our gifts are intended to serve others.  We want to help you find ways to serve at Priory within your gifting.  As you serve, you will grow in your gifting.  As you grow, through serving one another, you build bonds of agape love and feel like you belong even more.  Serving, growing and belonging all feed into one another and using your spiritual gifts is a very good way to get yourself moving in that cycle.
[picture] Sheldon rarely gets social interactions right.  He is the definition of “socially awkward.”  Yet here he got it right. He was very excited about his gift, but he didn’t let that excitement make him forget the important thing- the gift giver!  Instead, his excitement about the gift lead him to appreciate the gift giver, Penny, even more.  He demonstrated that appreciation the best way he knew how, including an awkward hug.
Think about your own spiritual gifting. How appreciative of it are you?  Does it excite you?  Think beyond your giftedness to the gift giver- the Holy Spirit. How appreciative of him are you?  Do you show the Spirit that appreciation?  Now, you can’t hug the Spirit, but you can hug another person.  Hugging another person in gratitude for your spiritual gifts would be an example of agape love.  Using your gift to bless that person would also be an example of agape love.  If Sheldon Cooper can show appreciation for a gift, you can do it too!
To do:  This week, thank the Spirit for your spiritual gift or even gifts.  Then intentionally and deliberately use your gift to bless another person from Priory.  You can even tell them that you’re trying to use your spiritual gift to bless them as a way of thanking God for your gift!  Go be like Sheldon! See if you can out do him!  Amen.

